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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
FRANCE - 25th September 2020

R11 - LE MANS | 18:30 | EUR €12,000 |  PRIX MONT BLANC

44 TREAUVILLE
Maiden but did run a better race last time out, nishing fourth over 1350m at Nancy. Rates well
on best form and should be right in the mix.

99 TSELENA
Resumes and gets a second chance here after a woeful debut performance 109 days ago at
Dieppe. Suited first-up. Rates well.

22 KISS POM
Improving lly who has won her last two runs, the latest when 3 lengths winner over 1650m at
Sable-Sur-Sarthe. Form good for this and looks one of the major hopes.

55 SKIP CHOP Stepped up in trip last start and failed to finish the race off. Form over shorter measures up well.

11 THOUSAND DREAMS
Scored maiden win over 1200m two back at Pompadour then missed last time at Clairefontaine
when fifth. Has ability and among the chances.

R12 - LE MANS | 19:00 | EUR €13,000 |  PRIX JEAN COUTURIE

55 MADEMOISELLE EMMA Finished a close second at Clairefontaine over 1600m in latest outing. Winning chance.

22 MARBLING
Went for a spell following a disappointing sixth over 1350m at Angers but is better than that.
Trip suits and on honest fresh record should be right in the mix.

66 YOMOGI
Resumed at Deauville over 1100m and missed the frame, nishing sixth and beaten 9 lengths.
Fitter again and expected to do much better.

99 MINX AT MIDNIGHT
Resumed over 1200m and missed the placings when a 6 length sixth at Evreux. Fitter again and
expected to do much better.

77 MOGGINS Stepped up in trip last start and failed to finish the race off. Form over shorter measures up well.

R13 - LE MANS | 19:30 | EUR €12,000 |  PRIX GROUPAMA

77 GO WELL SPICY
Went down by a long neck to nish second at Compiegne over 1400m in latest outing. Will take
beating.

99 CHAMAILLE
Could only manage eighth at Clairefontaine last start. Can overlook last start rating a much
better chance today.

11 BENGAL BAY Could only manage sixth at Cholet last start. Can forget last start getting a chance here today.

66 MISS TICHE
Scored maiden win over 1400m two back at Le Lion-D'angers then missed last time at La Teste
De Buch when 11th. Has ability and is among the winning hopes.

1313 YADELAJOIE
Coming back in journey here after nishing fourth over 1700m at Granville-St-Pair-Sur-Mer. Can
do better here and sneak into the finish with the right run.

R14 - CHANTILLY | 19:50 | EUR €22,000 |  PRIX DE VILLEMETRIE

33 NOTO Unraced colt by Territories out of Veenwouden. Keep a close eye on betting moves.

11 NUMERO DIX
Son of Territories from the mare Timely Words making debut. Pro les well and expected to
measure up.

77 GRAZIANA Unraced filly by Wootton Bassett out of Galaxie Sud. Worth consideration.

66 LOZEN
Showcasing lly from the mare Apache Storm who is making debut. Pro les nicely and worth
keeping very safe.

22 POLYPTOTE
Amarillo colt from the mare Didactique who is making debut. Tough assignment for debut but
watch for any market move.
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R15 - LE MANS | 20:07 | EUR €18,000 |  GRAND PRIX DU MANS

33 AYDON CASTLE
Has been in the mix his last couple of runs. Latest effort was second at Compiegne over 2400m.
Dropping -450m back in distance after a 60 day freshen up. Ready to improve on last run.
Winning chance.

22 MON OURAGAN
Going well lately, the latest 3.5 lengths second over 2300m at Dax. Honest type with four wins to
his name already. Rates highly here and should run well.

88 FLAMBEUR
Handy gelding racing in good form, nished mid eld last time when fth but beaten only 2.25
lengths over 2000m. Rates highly here and should run well.

55 RODERICK
Lightly raced gelding progressing well. Last start posted a 1.2 lengths fourth over 1900m at
Deauville All Weather. Rates well and is among the chances.

66 REY PELAYO Resumes today after scoring his maiden win two back in his debut campaign. Can contest.

R16 - CHANTILLY | 20:24 | EUR €21,000 |  PRIX DE MONTEPILLOY

22 SELKET
Drops in trip since last start at this track when second, nishing 1.3 lengths off the winner.
Jumps in weight but looms as a leading contender.

11 PIC SYLVER
Improved sharply last time to break through for maiden win over 1200m at Deauville. Up in the
weights this time but bold showing expected again.

33 GOT LUCK
Resumes today after scoring her maiden win three back in her debut campaign. Rates highly
today.

66 ETHIOPIA
Ran a much improved race last time to score maiden success over 1200m at Evreux. Has upside
and is worth including among the chances.

77 THIRD APPLE
Could manage only mid eld last time at Deauville but has been going pretty well without
winning, with placings at four of seven runs this time in. Has the ability and rates an each way
hope.

R17 - LE MANS | 20:41 | EUR €10,000 |  PRIX DE MAULEPAIRE

11 AQUASTAR Just pipped a head at Cagnes-Sur-Mer over 2150m last start. Improver. Top Hope.

44 LANDJUNGE
Well held last start at Deauville All Weather and never looked like troubling the top few. Can
forget last start getting a chance here today.

99 ESA BLUE
Was safely held on debut when 15th and beaten 43 lengths at Deauville All Weather. Likely to be
much improved for this. Can measure up this time.

88 GETAWAY MARIA
Has started just twice and hasn't done a great deal, last start finishing sixth and beaten 8 lengths
over 2400m at Compiegne. Can be further improved and do better here.

33 PRETORIO
Below best latest when 13th over 2500m at Deauville All Weather but overall form fairly
consistent. Rarely far away and looks a place hope.

R18 - CHANTILLY | 20:58 | EUR €28,000 |  PRIX DE LAIGNEVILLE

22 HOPEFUL Resuming today after a successful first prep winning two from three starts. Could takes this.

33 MOON A LISA
Lightly raced lly progressing well. Last start posted a 31 length 15th over 2200m at Dusseldorf.
Has the ability and can run a forward race.

44 HOLLYWOOD
Comes into this race facing a harder eld on the back of her rst win at Divonne last start.
Capable of running into a place.

66 ENDLESS ECHOES
Made a winning debut then missed the frame when tested in a Listed Race over 2012m at
Newmarket (Rowley). Tested last time but don’t dismiss lightly.

77 ARGENTINE
Two start maiden who ran an improved race last time when beaten 9 lengths nding fth over
2400m at Saint Cloud. Has upside but looks tested.
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R19 - LE MANS | 21:15 | EUR €13,000 |  PRIX CLAUDE BROSSEAU

33 ROSALA
Three-year-old lly who has been thereabouts at the nish at each of her career runs to date. Best
chance to break through to date.

11 KEEP AWAY
Colt resumes racing rst up. Only had the two career starts and was not far away in both. Should
produce a bold showing based on performances last campaign. Looks the goods here.

44 PARFAITE MERILL
Resumes after a two months break when nishing third over 2250m at La Gacilly. Rates highly
and expected to run well.

1111 LA FORLONGE
Making improvements on debut but still not nding the frame when fourth last at Durtal.
Improvement represents a chance this start.

88 PANJAMAN
Could manage only mid eld last time when seventh at Deauville All Weather over 1900. Less
weight this time as he tackles a longer journey as well. Rates an each way hope here.

R20 - CHANTILLY | 21:32 | EUR €20,000 |  PRIX DU MARAIS DU LYS

55 BRITANNIA
Made debut at Vichy and turned in a handy run when 0.3 lengths over 2400m. Battled home well
on debut and gets chance to break through.

66 PRETTY WOMEN
Returned to the paddock after placing on her debut run at this track over 2000m by 5 lengths.
Can break through.

11 SCENARIO
Ran third when on debut last start at Munich. Gets a bit of weight relief here with a 3kg claim by
apprentice jockey. Winning prospects.

44 DALMAWA
Missed the frame when making debut over 2400m at Vichy after going forward early. Open to
further improvement. Expected to be competitive.

99 FEERIQUE
Went forward on debut over 2000m at Compiegne but faded and missed the frame. Open to
further improvement. Rates well and shapes as one to consider.


